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With the arrival in office of the new American President
Joe Biden, which heralds a new beginning in the United
State’s foreign policy, what changes do you expect to see
in the European Union's relations with the US?  
 

I don't expect much to change in terms of our actual

relationship and trade with the US. Those who have devoted

so much energy to defending Biden's election will have a hard

time explaining what benefits the EU and the European

nations will derive from it. The US’s foreign policy decisions

are made to suit their domestic policy. It has always put its

national interest first, and resorted to protectionism when its

businesses or privileges are at risk. I think we will always have

to fight against the extraterritoriality of US law, the monopolies

of GAFAM, and the unilateral constraints imposed on our

companies. And I fear that President Biden will break away

from an idea developed by Donald Trump that I found quite

positive, namely that the United States should stop behaving

like an empire and start behaving like a Nation again. 

What do you think of the European Union's foreign policy?
Is it doing too much or too little? 

I'm concerned to be witnessing the retreat of the European

Union in most major international debates. What does the EU

have to say about Turkish aggression, the expansion of the

Silk Routes, the chaos that has settled over the Near and

Middle East, and the rising tensions in many African

countries? 
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Apart from appealing to great principles and proclaiming

good intentions, they are doing nothing, or next to nothing.

The EU seems content to simply do business with the whole

world, thereby forsaking all its political aspirations. This is a

serious mistake compared to the United States, China and

Russia who have closely bound their trade policies to power

politics. In actual fact, for the rest of the world, the EU exists

mainly thanks to France. World diplomacy, presence on all the

oceans, seat on the Security Council, its capacity for military

projection, its nuclear weapons... France's presence in the

world is unparalleled in Europe since Britain left the EU. But it

is often alone, in the Sahel for example, where Islamism

threatens to destabilise countries that are key to future

geopolitical and migration issues. Worse than being alone,

France is smaller, narrower and more entrenched in the EU

than it would be without it. And where is the EU, what is the

EU doing, and what is the EU contributing when it comes to

France's presence on the global stage, its external

interventions in the Sahel, its fight against Islamic terrorism,

the extraterritoriality of American law and that of China in the

future, for the observance of the principle of non-interference

and the lifting of unilateral sanctions imposed on us, for the

protection of its maritime domain? How can we not be

concerned when the European Court of Justice claims to

apply to the French army the 2003 directive on corporate

labour law? 

Try explaining to the men and women who are fighting in the

Sahel and elsewhere to protect the whole of Europe from the

Islamist threat that they must comply with the reduction in

working hours and the recovery of overtime! 
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                   Our nations and

peoples have the resources

and creativity to work together

and assert themselves on the

world stage. 



The normative madness of the EU is seriously undermining

the military spirit, and France’s sovereignty, and could reduce

the continent's only fully operational army to powerlessness.

That’s the situation. Yet I still have hope. The EU could, and

should, be a major player in the globalised world, in service of

the independence of European nations. A giant and a power

capable of confronting others instead of being their

playground. This is a huge waste, but it is not irreversible. Our

nations and our peoples have the resources and creativity

required to work together and assert themselves on the world

stage. All that is needed is the will and the means to do so.

We are currently dealing with a pandemic that is causing
tens of thousands of deaths every day. Do you think that
this situation will change Europe, and the world as a whole,
or will we go back to the old world? What changes do you
foresee for Europe? 

Those who are already heralding the world of the future are

those who hope to retrieve the world as it was - hoping that

things will remain unchanged. But they are mistaken. I'm

afraid that the situation we are experiencing may endure. The

modern-day world we now inhabit is full of challenges: the

pandemic, the Covid-19 pandemic and others to come, and

major ecological, digital and health challenges. We are

discovering the darker side of our naive approach to

globalisation, the destructive effects of uncontrolled cross-

border mobility, of population movements between

continents, of the pressure exerted on the last ecosystems still

unspoilt by industrial exploitation, and the effect of

inconceivable population concentrations in megacities. 
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Let me add that everything we have been warning France and

Europe about for so many years is currently unfolding! 

How can we cope? We cannot and must not allow fear to rule

our lives. Our states and our nations must help all citizens to

restore living conditions that are acceptable to all. Health and

medical policies are the state's responsibility, and that is as it

should be. The European Commission chose to interfere in a

sector that is not its own, and the result is disastrous. For

several weeks in February and March 2020 the only reaction

of the President of the Commission Mrs Ursula von der Leyen,

to the Covid-19 crisis was to ask European nations to leave

their borders open! How many Europeans have paid for this

ideological stubbornness with their lives? Considerable

quantities of a pharmaceutical product called Remdésivir

were ordered and distributed, only to be abandoned because

of its contraindications. The Commission then took it upon

itself to negotiate, alone and in the greatest secrecy, and

without consulting the Member states, the mass purchase of

vaccines with leading pharmaceutical companies. It accepted

clauses that derogate from common law, seeking to exonerate

the laboratories from their responsibility in case the vaccine

had undesirable side effects. Negotiating on behalf of the

whole EU, it managed to pay more for the vaccine than

Belgium, which was acting on its own. I have to say that the

EU did not help, that its incompetence even aggravated a

situation that was difficult enough as it was and should have

been left up to the nation states! As for the economic

consequences of the crisis, and the tragedy experienced by

SMEs, shopkeepers, the hotel and restaurant industry, the

world of entertainment and culture, and also doctors, who

were surprisingly excluded from vaccination campaigns, the

billions, and even hundreds of billions, that the EU claims to

have mobilised don’t fool anyone. 
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                 Britain has regained a

degree of freedom that it will

be able to use in its own best

interests. It has already started

to do so!  



In reality, the EU is unlikely to help us get out of the current

crisis because the ideology it defends - the opening up of

borders, the permanent mobility of people and goods, and

growth models that do not reflect the progress of the

territories - is precisely at the origin of the Covid-19 pandemic

and the crises that will come in its wake. Only a European

Union that helps each nation to defend its borders, that

contributes to Europe's autonomy in terms of industry,

pharmaceuticals and foodstuffs, that rigorously applies its

standards to all products coming from outside, could help us

get out of a situation that I fear will last, and whose

consequences require a radical transformation of the

prejudices that still dominate the EU.

In short, your assessment of the European enterprise
appears to be downright negative, does it not? 

I wish the EU were less self-congratulatory when it comes to

its own good intentions, and more willing to be judged on its

results. Like many others, I would like the EU to finally

succeed in regulating GAFAM companies, to help us

transform the digital revolution into a tool for progress, that

the single currency will help economies to converge, and for

the EU to help secure Europe's external borders, curb illegal

immigration, and put an end to the social, fiscal and

environmental dumping that is destroying the SMEs that are

sustaining our territories. 

I’m bound to admit that good intentions have not been

enough.
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A policy of austerity undertaken at the wrong time that lasted

until after the 2008-2009 crisis has proved a disaster. It has

stifled the EU's recovery and put us several years behind our

competitors. The Greek default that it triggered, and the unfair

treatment meted out on the country, should give us pause for

thought. How many nations will find themselves in the same

position as Greece when they emerge from this Covid-19

pandemic? And I have to say that, despite all the talk, the

divergence of economies within the Eurozone has never been

so great; some countries are accumulating trade surpluses

year after year, they are strengthening their productive

apparatus, while others are accruing deficits, and seeing

companies and young adults leaving them in droves. This

great balancing act is untenable! This is the trap of imposed

uniformity, of desired conformity, of a form of bureaucracy

that is blind to the realities of culture and history; Italians will

never be Germans, and that's just how it should be! And Poles

will never be French, and that's also as it should be! 

The UK has played its nationalist card to the hilt. What
consequences should we expect from Brexit? 

Britain is a great European nation. Who would argue

otherwise? That is a historical and geographical fact. The EU

has never included all of Europe, all the more so now that

Britain has left it. I wish our British allies all the best, and I wish

France all the best in promoting its national interest, that is its

fishing and agri-food industry, its financial management and

its banking institutions within the framework of the new

agreement that now binds us. 
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But allow me to have some doubts regarding the optimistic

presentation that has been made of Brexit. I fear that the EU

has once again fallen victim to the ideology, which has

become a dogma, that says that everything is conditioned by

free trade, trade agreements, and the mobility of capital,

goods, services and people. This dogma, which has been at

the heart of protracted negotiations, has allowed Britain to

enjoy almost complete access to European markets, without

the constraints, namely of a future tightening of standards, or

intrusive interpretations of the law made by the European

Court of Justice. Britain has regained a degree of freedom that

it will be able to use in its own best interests. It has already

started to do so! And to borrow an analogy, I fear that the

agreement painfully reached on the Brexit will lead the British

fox to use its newfound freedom to roam the European

henhouse! Brexit has put a stop to the headlong flight of the

federalists. We must now take advantage of this dose of

realism to rethink and rebuild the EU on a sounder basis.

Brexit has given us this opportunity, and it would be a huge

mistake not to seize it. 

Does this European construction have a future? 

Europe is real. It has its own civilisation, geography and

history. And it is a work in progress. The EU embodies our

attempt to give a solid and lasting political form to the

necessary cooperation of nations that intend to give

themselves the means to act together, to have an influence

and to count in the world. France is one of the European

nations that helped to give shape to the EU. 
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                  A large majority of

French people are convinced

that the euro provides them

with a security that would be

threatened by a return to a

national currency.  



The principles were clear: the EU exercises the competences

expressly conferred on it by the member states, it respects the

sovereignty of nations, protected in matters of core issues by

the rule of unanimity. The EU was intended as a tool, a prop

for the nations. And these principles have drifted. I am

concerned to see how the European commission and its

unelected bureaucrats have steadily increased their powers

by abandoning the original ideas of the EU. I want to steer the

EU back towards the principles that led to its foundation, to

encourage the accession of countries such as Poland, which

has since been challenged. We have the means to do this.

France is not Great Britain, and without France there is no EU. I

will not compromise on the principles that underpin the

Europe of the Treaty of Rome and the Common Market. Some

people would like to build the EU on the rubble of its

constituent nations. The current historical misunderstanding

is both extreme and dangerous. France must be able to put an

end to it. General de Gaulle in his time used the policy of the

'empty chair' to make the EU, which was already drifting, see

reason. 

A few years ago, as you know, the EU didn't have its own
currency, or free trade, not did European law have priority
over national law. Today, you are in favour of a Europe of
nations. How does this vision differ from the current model
of European integration? 

The EU has changed, and our position takes this change into

account; the pressure of migration, Turkey's aggressive

stance, Brexit, Covid-19...
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It is impossible not to see that the EU we are witnessing in

2021 is a far cry from that of 2015 or even 2019. Who still talks

about the Maastricht criteria? Who remembers the word

"subsidiarity" that was once omnipresent in European texts?

Who but a few retarded globalists still believes that free trade

agreements mean prosperity for everyone? Who can argue

that the Central Bank still imposes austerity when it floods the

financial markets with liquid assets? Yet at the same time, I see

that the euro has remained stable, and that France is

benefiting from this. A large majority of French people are

convinced that the euro provides them with a security that

would be threatened by a return to a national currency. The

fact that interest rates are kept low allows governments and

companies to finance themselves under favourable

conditions and, although they cost savers in euro funds, they

also boost their confidence in the financial security of their life

insurance policies and savings. This is why we want the

Central Bank's mandate to be more sensitive to asset bubbles

in its 2% inflation target, to ensure it includes employment and

respects treaties. We want to prevent the drift of trends that

result in the Central Bank wanting to take into account factors,

particularly so-called 'ecological' factors, that have nothing to

do with a monetary policy that generates confidence in the

currency. We need to attract more savings towards

companies' equity, and therefore remunerate risk-taking to

provide innovative companies with the financing tools that

will enable them to grow and expand their market in a way

that banking credit tools do not. 
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                Angela Merkel defends

Germany's interests in all

circumstances. [...] when the

interests of Germany and

France are at odds, French

leaders do not defend French

interests. 



In terms of priorities, what should be the European Union's
top issue? 

I am well aware of the importance of ecological issues, public

freedoms, democracy and security, but the essential issue is

of an entirely different nature. It is wholly political. What form

do we want to give to this EU that extends beyond all

frameworks, and is becoming a permanent threat to our

political freedoms and identities? What is this power that’s

creeping in everywhere, yet has no name? The major

challenge for the next few years is to give Europe a political

form. We are defending a European Alliance of Nations. This

can’t be done through the economy any more than through

law. The EU cannot remain this "unidentified political object"

that Jacques Delors already mocked in his day, nor can it

remain this machine for producing rules and standards

regardless of all political considerations. The EU cannot be

built solely on the basis of rules and standards any more than

society can! What a shift, yet again! The federalism that has

led to so much bid-raising is no longer on the agenda. The

situation is clearer. Even the federalists have been forced to

acknowledge that the nation-state form is the political form of

modern times. We draw the following conclusion: the only

political form for Europe is that of a Union of sovereign

European nation-states that share the means to serve their

sovereignty. And I aspire to an EU that supports the

independence of European nations in the world, in service of

living democracies based on the rediscovered freedoms and

diversity of the peoples of Europe. Others are drawing a

different conclusion, and believe that the EU must become a

centralised state, and give rise to a European Nation, or even

an Empire. 
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They’ve yet to choose between the two! We believe that

anything that tends to standardise the peoples of Europe and

reduce the diversity of the nations, impoverishes Europe and

demeans its global presence. In every challenge, and there

has been no shortage of them, it is patriotism that prevails, it is

national feeling that remains strong, and the EU is always late,

always off the mark, always wrong. The normative inflation of

the EU is the corollary of its political impotence, both of which

stem from the same democratic deficit that is the only real

threat to the future of the EU. Respect for the sovereignty of

nations, the principle of subsidiarity, of unanimity or qualified

majorities, of the representation of nations in parliament and

council, their monopoly in terms of initiative in commercial

and normative matters, their authority over a Commission put

at their service, will restore to the EU a legitimacy that it is in

danger of losing, and that will certainly not be restored as a

result of its actions. The spirit of the treaties as well as the

principles of the EU have been betrayed in the name of an

efficiency that has yet to be achieved. This is why I will re-

establish the hierarchy of standards, which means that a law

voted by the French Parliament, or the majority in a

referendum, will prevail over previously concluded treaties

and directives.

Angela Merkel will leave office in September. What
changes will occur in Europe once she has gone?

As I said to Emmanuel Macron during the presidential debate:

"Europe will be led by a woman. Either it will be Angela

Merkel, or it will be me". Well, I wasn't elected, so it was Angela

Merkel. But I don't think Angela Merkel is dogmatic. On the

contrary, I think she is highly pragmatic. And as such, she

defends Germany's interests in all circumstances. 
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And I would like to see my own leaders defend the interests of

France. But the problem is that when the interests of Germany

and France are at odds, French leaders do not defend French

interests. So, Angela Merkel puts forward her pawns, and

every time, decisions are made by taking into account the

interests of Germany. That is what I hold against Angela

Merkel, nothing more. 

Germany appears to want to federalise Europe. What
connections do you see between the construction of
Europe and national sovereignties? 

To answer your question, let me compare the situation of the

EU with that of internationalisation versus globalisation. The

European nations have chosen to pool their resources in their

own perfectly-well understood national interest. They have

acknowledged the obvious: in a world that has become small

and interdependent, all sovereignty is relative and partly

shared. The European nations have chosen to make the EU

into an arena where they can exercise this sharing, by

delegating elements of their sovereignty in chosen areas and

proportions. This is internationalisation: relationships between

all parts of the world are faster, more intense and freer.

Everyone decides what kind of relationship they have with the

rest of the world. Then, based on the missions entrusted to

them and the means given to them, the European institutions

sought to go one step further, to extend their competences, to

establish their powers, and to force Europe into compliance

by laying down rules, more and more rules, in all areas. This is

globalisation; an attempt to standardise the world that has

failed, and will not return.  
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                 We must redefine the

competences of the European

Union in a precise and

restrictive manner, strictly

abide by the treaties, and put

an end to intolerable

interference in the internal

affairs of the nations! 



That is why we must redefine the competences of the EU in a
precise and restrictive manner, why we must strictly abide by
the treaties and put an end to intolerable interference in the
internal affairs of the nations! This is why we must restore the
fine principle of subsidiarity, and put power as close to grass
roots as possible. More importantly, this is why we must
reverse the expansion of European rules that are creeping in
everywhere, affecting kitchens, hunting parties, cheeses and
even the working conditions of soldiers in operation! My belief
is that the diversity of history, culture and expressions of
political freedom that is inherent to European nations such as
Poland and France, is not a handicap but an asset. It is even
the source of the dynamics of European nations, dynamics
that the EU now threatens to stifle. The standardisation
imposed by the Commission is killing Europe. That is why we
must reverse its logic and start over at local level, at the levels
of grass roots and citizens. That is why we must give back to
the nations and regions whatever they are rightfully entitled
to. This is what we will be saying at the Conference on the
Future of Europe in May. This is our vision of a Europe that
unites nations, while respecting them and guaranteeing their
independence, while pooling the means to ensure their
power, security and autonomy. 

A few years ago, Alfred Grosser remarked that "the Franco-
German locomotive has hardly any wagons left" and that
"the engine is sorely lacking in fuel". What room is there for
France in Europe? 

The French government has suffered an impressive series of
failures within the EU, culminating in Annegret Kramp-

Karrenbauer's refusal to accept President Emmanuel Macron's
admittedly adventurous proposals put forward three times in
2020.
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                  Some people want us

to believe that the EU is here to

protect us. This is historical and

institutional nonsense. The EU

was created to open up and

decompartmentalise, not to

protect. 



My belief is that arrogance and conceit are regrettable and
contrary to France's interests, and to honest and healthy
cooperation with our partners, established on the basis of
equal rights and respect for treaties. I refuse to accept that the
EU should give France lessons on secularism, the Islamic veil
or freedom of expression, nor do I accept that France or the
EU should give lessons to Poland, Hungary or the Visegrád
Group on matters that fall within the scope of the internal
politics of individual nations. On the contrary, I believe that by
cooperating on issues of common interest, by seeking
agreement on shared priorities, by adhering to intangible
principles, we will be able to change Europe from within. The
federalists have managed to do just that, so France, which is
determined to set red lines, to put an end to inadmissible
interference and systematic drift, has every chance of
succeeding! Because as I have already said, the debate is no
longer about the existence of the Union and European
institutions, it is about the political form to be given to Europe.
And for us, the European Alliance of Nations is the only viable
and sustainable way forward. 

The French expect the state to protect them. Has President
Emmanuel Macron taken this need into account by
advocating a more protective Europe? 

When it comes to security, the French no longer believe in
words, they want action. President Emmanuel Macron aims to
change Schengen, something we both agree to, but what
kind of change do we need, and why? The EU has neither the
means nor the legitimacy to enforce the EU's external borders.
It even seeks to sanction countries that do so, such as
Hungary or Greece perhaps in the future, which is accused of
"turning back migrants". It is up to each nation to act, and to
control its borders in the common interest, and with the help
of all nations. 
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Some people want us to believe that the EU is here to protect

us. This is historical nonsense. The EU was created to open up

and decompartmentalise, not to protect. Nations, states, and

borders protect citizens.  They have in the past and they will in

the future. With regard to Covid-19, as was the case at the

time of the 2008 crisis, and in the face of terrorist attacks or

mass immigration, it is the nations that rise up to the

challenge, it is the states that respond, and it is the EU that

displays good intentions, advice, and little else. Also, the birth

of the common market, now the single market, and the

creation of what was until this year the largest free trade area

in the world, and the negotiation of free trade agreements

with dozens of third countries, was for a long time a factor of

progress for every European nation. This is obviously no

longer the case. 

Emmanuel Macron, for example, has mentioned the

Schengen reform without making any suggestions; our

answer to him is to start by reserving the free movement

provided for within the Schengen area for the sole use of

Europeans who reside there. A refugee who is authorised to

stay in a country within the Schengen area should not be

allowed access to any other country in that area. And an

illegal immigrant who has entered a Schengen country must

be aware that he will not be able to leave that country, except

to return to his own country. We know that such a provision

would have been extremely difficult to implement just a few

years ago, but the technical means available today make

controls at the borders of Schengen area member nations

quick, easy and risk-free. It is the political will that is lacking

more than the tools! 

I should add that security is far from limited to public safety

issues. Health, food and environmental safety are becoming

major issues of public concern.
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 Obesity, cancers, degenerative diseases and the loss of years

of healthy life all too often come from hyper-industrial, highly

processed foods, imported en masse because of their low

cost. In this area, the race for the lowest price, the obsession

with free trade agreements and trading with those parts of the

world furthest removed from our lifestyles, standards and

principles, are seriously endangering the safety of Europeans!

By failing to combat the shortcomings I should add that

security is far from limited to public safety issues. Health, food

and environmental safety are becoming major issues of public

concern. I should add that security is far from limited to public

safety issues. Health, food and environmental safety are

becoming major issues of public concern. Obesity, cancers,

degenerative diseases and the loss of years of healthy life all

too often come from hyper-industrial, highly processed foods,

imported en masse because of their low cost. In this area, the

race for the lowest price, the obsession with free trade

agreements and trading with those parts of the world furthest

removed from our lifestyles, standards and principles, are

seriously endangering the safety of Europeans! By failing to

combat the shortcomings of its own standards and

requirements in supplier countries, by which I mean the

manufacturers themselves, the EU is failing in an essential

task. I advocate a simple rule: no product should be allowed

to enter Europe if it is produced in conditions that would not

be tolerated in Europe. There should be no exceptions to this

rule. Economic patriotism is primarily based on the will and

free choice of the customer, secondly on a national will

expressed via a strategy, objectives and priorities, and thirdly

on the common interest of citizens. It presupposes both the

protection and reinforcement of indications of origin and the

recognition of national industrial strategies, along with the

direct aid that may be necessary. 
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Consumer preference must not be allowed to keep on

destroying our production facilities, wages and jobs! And let

no one accuse us of protectionism! The growth of trade and

commerce is a good thing when it allows each economy to

make the most of what it does best, and when it contributes to

the autonomy of each nation and each society. Thus, by

ensuring the effective control of the quality and origin of

products, we will be helping to enhance the value of products

that represent our territories, companies and skills! 

Almost one in two French people think that President
Macron is right-wing. What do you think? 

The question no longer makes sense, although left and right

markers remain, in France as elsewhere. The left-right

alternation has disappointed people, and is no longer the

subject of political debate. Other analytical grids are put at our

disposal, from the French lower class to the upper class: the

elite versus ordinary people, locals living off the land, people

all over the world, and rooted citizens. None of them seems

fully satisfactory to me. The truth is simpler. As always, there is

a distinction in the political arena between those who see

public action as a way of promoting their particular interests

and those of their sponsors, and those who place their nation,

its independence and its national interests above all else. That

is where the real divide lies nowadays: between the stewards

of the globalised farm that France is becoming, and the

defenders of the national cause, that I represent. This is the

modern-day debate. Are France and Poland destined to

dissolve into a great whole, of which the EU is the

antechamber, similar to the "planetary democracy" the

proponents of 'The End of History' dreamt of in the 1990s? 
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Or will Poland and France, like their other partners in the EU,

find a political form for their common civilisation in order to be

a force to be reckoned with, and to have greater clout in a

tougher, more divided world, and to exist as such in the face

of blocs that seek to subjugate them? I see that everything

that rallies behind progressivism, European sovereignty, and

compulsory openness takes us back to the illusions of the

1990s, and to the blind submission to globalisation that has

cost us, and is still costing us, so dearly. 

I look to the future, and the future lies with the nations, with

the European Alliance of Nations on the basis of their

common civilisation and shared freedom, and with those who

defend their national interest as the political expression of true

solidarity. My choice goes to independence, to a France that

is able to determine its own destiny in a Europe that

guarantees this freedom, and everything else is subordinate

to this struggle. 

You have witnessed the actions of Viktor Orbán, and those
of the Polish government who claim that the European
Commission is going beyond its legal and conventional
powers when it comes to respecting the rule of law. Do you
agree? And more generally, what is your relationship with
the Visegrád Group? 

It's difficult not to be concerned by the increasingly

authoritarian and bureaucratic drift of the European Union.

For me, this is one of the most worrying observations for the

future: the EU has constantly betrayed its principles in order to

secure its power. Every crisis, every opportunity is used to

nibble away at the sovereignty of the states, to extend the

powers of the Commission, to interfere in the internal affairs of

member states. This is unacceptable, and could contribute to

the disintegration of the Union. 
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                     My choice is that of

independence, it is that of a

France free to shape its own

destiny in a Europe that is

instrumental in giving it this

freedom, and everything else is

contingent on this struggle.



Real or invented economic imperatives, solicited legal

principles, the subjugation of democracy and the people

through haphazard interpretations of the law serve to justify

intrusive and increasing interference in the internal affairs of

member states. The rule of law cannot be used to destroy

states. The principle of conditioned aid is used to subjugate,

and is alien to the treaties and the spirit of the Union. The

Union is bribing people into submission without giving a

single thought to democracy, and the nations’ free choice

with regard to their destiny and freedom. The Union uses

economic aid and assistance as a power to impose its societal

choices and models. This is unacceptable. The operations

conducted to achieve this, both within the Union and in

neighbouring countries, are not acceptable, and the members

of the Visegrad group have given us numerous examples of

this! Buying their freedom and autonomy is hardly a good way

of creating a Union of peoples. At all times and in all places, I

will defend the freedom of the French to decide on their own

morals, their own laws and their own destiny, and I will always

support nations that advocate the same freedom for

themselves. We will oppose all attempts to subordinate and

condition, as we are already opposing them, in parliament

and elsewhere.
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